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►BLOOD DONATION – Friday 31st July 2020 
 

The blood volume donated is replaced within 6hours and the constituents within 48hours. 
The blood is  tested for major disease including HIV, STD’s and malaria.  

 
It can be used to save the life of upto x3children or x1 adult. 

 

Sichella and Demelza BENBOW gave blood on Friday 31st July 2020 at the O’Dala Centre. 
‘Covid-19 maybe here but we still care about those in need in our local community!’ 

 

 
Note: Blood can be donated every 3months as long ak you are well.. 

There is NOTHING as effective as a pint of blood in bringing someone back from the brink of death 
Deeds speak louder than words. 

 
 

 

 
 



 
 

  Blood is packed up and sent off to the hospitals for testing, storage in labs for 
surgery and transfusion use. 

 

“You Are Never Too Old To Set Another Goal , like donating blood 3xtimes a year Or To 
Dream A New Dream like becoming a blood donor.”Apologies to C.S. Lewis 

 

“Do you feel you don’t have much to offer? You have the most precious 
resource of all – the ability to save life through blood donation!.” 

 

“Bless someone with an invaluable gift. Donate blood!” 
 

“It’s strange you don’t know who you donate your blood to but they will 
never be able to forget what you did for them!” 

 

“Be a life-guard, donate blood, throw the sick a life-line!” 



Char$Char 
 

Since 2007, The CharChar Trust has been working in the most vulnerable areas of Malawi. CharChar has 
provided children with access to quality education, helping to reduce high drop-out rates in Primary School, 
and providing a sustainable route out of poverty through education. Working in collaboration with teacher 
training colleges and the Malawi Government, CharChar trains newly qualified Malawian primary teachers 
to deliver an Accelerated Literacy Programme, focused on active, child-centred teaching, and making 
learning fun and memorable. 
 

Committed to the CharChar's cause, Ben's has taken up a 7-day hiking challenge across Mulanje Massif's 
31 Peaks to fundraise for "Literacy for Malawi". Learn more about his journey and CharChar's mission 
at https://www.globalgiving.org/fundraisers/35543/ 
 

CharChar website:https://thecharchartrust.org/ 
CharChar Instagram Account: https://www.instagram.com/thecharchartrustmalawi/?hl=en 

CharChar Facebook Account: https://www.facebook.com/TheCharCharTrust/ 
 
 

 

►31 Mulanje peaks in 7days.  Who would be so crazy? 
                         

Is it possible? Find out – hear what they thought of it?  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

A child’s perspective  - The truth on the 31-peaks-in-7day-challenge from a fit twelve year old with real food needs 

Taron Benbow 
 

How we survived with so many adults was down to ….sweets, sweets and more secret sweets and scoffing them when no one 

was watching.   
 

Yes I am a child and keeping up with my sister and dad should have been hard but it wasn’t really. I think because I was 

prepared for it. I’ve been hiking a lot up Mulanje before and having my best friend with me encouraging me not to give up 

helped a big deal.  It was a great experience to do so many peaks that literally killed my legs. My sleeping bag was 2-season 

which wasn’t enough. Clever William had a 4-season bag which seemed to keep him toasty warm. I don’t think children should 

do this because you have to be really fit and good at climbing and getting your legs up at your sides to climb up high.  I didn’t 

think that my friend William would do it all. I didn’t think I would do it all! We planned to go down together on the 5th day 

but when it came to it, both Will and I decided to go on. It was fun, good rock climbing and always a good experience to talk 

to people in the team.  They respected us and were kind and we didn’t feel we were treated like kids really – we were part of 

the team.  It was a couple of tough days where I felt I am just going to stay at the hut and not do the peaks but then when 

I got up and saw everyone going I didn’t want to be left behind and so we changed our minds and joined the peaking-group.  

Me and William cooked the best meal which was pasta al dente with jars of tomato paste ha ha ha! It was quite sad that 

Dunav and Momcilo didn’t stay with us as I thought it would be a good accomplishment for them but down they went. Next 

time guys next time!  At some points we were both very tired, our legs seems to be getting shorter by the second as if they 

were sinking into our bodies. Me and William had some good conversations from Thuchila to Guiseppo but when we got there 

the Mlonda (hut care taker) said ‘ there are 40 people on their way.’ So Will and I acting smartly grabbed the mattresses 

and blankets for ‘our team’ so we wouldn’t be cold. Quick sneaky thinking huh?  

When we looked up at peaks I thought I couldn’t make it but when I got to Sapitwa I wanted to jump into a helicopter and 

be taken down. My legs were exhausted and my feet almost not working.  
 

At the end of each day the heated water bucket baths were lovely. Will - always first in mastered dip in fast and dry quickly 

technique – we didn’t want to waste water. My dad was always saying ‘is the tea on?’ and Will and I had to answer ‘yes hang 

Gordon 64yrs and Taron Benbow 12yrs old, Will Samanyika 12yrs, Lemorah Benbow 18yrs and Chris 
Petherbridge 34yrs and Dunav and Momcillo took up the challenge of climbing up Mulanje massif and then 

across 31 of its peaks – all in 7 days.  Impossible – we thought so but they did it. Did you see the Live TV 
interview did you read the newspaper clipping on it? But here is what you didn’t get to know . . . . . . . . . 

https://www.globalgiving.org/fundraisers/35543/
https://thecharchartrust.org/
https://www.instagram.com/thecharchartrustmalawi/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/TheCharCharTrust/


on’. We were good tea makers. Porridge and weetabix was great in the mornings but Will is not a breakfast eater. By lunch-

time he was starving and so he ate extra snacks like apples, oranges, sandwiches of ham and cheese. William was always 

talking to his mum letting her know how he was doing and taking photographs which was good. I like the t-shirt we had made 

mine is a bit big so I will grow into it, it will remind me of the experience. I hope the money we have raised helps children in 

Malawi learn to read and write. Both Will and I go to good schools in Malawi and we learnt to read early. It must be hard if 

you don’t know how to read and not nice, you don’t understand written things so well. Like playing cards you have to be good 

at reading numbers and get how to play the games. If you can read I think you can play better cards. We played cards a lot 

in the evenings – we both liked that and sometimes we almost won.  Will and I were a good team. We did it – even with 

shorter littler legs. Is that a word? 

 
 

       
 

 
 

’31 in 7? Peaking at all was a miracle! What they should have told us before we started! By Dunav and Momcilo 

Momcilo = The day before I went I was warned it would be ‘tough’ but I seriously underrated what the person saying ‘tough’ 

really may have meant in his Benbow family lexography.  

The 1st day Monday, the climb up was steep but steady and not overly daunting, ‘I’ve got this in my grasp-easy’ I thought 

brimming with optimism and confidence. The lull before the storm! Little did I know the next day would be the toughest of my 

life, it would have been the toughest of yours too had you been with us! My life was in real danger from the get set go, no 

exaggerating. The peak we first aimed for on that nice brisk naive Tuesday morning was called Manene. Suddenly it seemed I 

was literally clinging onto tuffs of grass and thin tuffs at that, thinking I could be home instead using my play station what the 

hell? My mom would have had cardiac palpations had she seen the 80degree incline and the precipitous drops behind me – I 

was almost having them myself at 16 years old – well I’ve ticked that one off my list! I felt I could fall at any minute and as I 

clambered gold-medal-Olympic-goat-like upwards. I knew this was not going to be MY ‘down-route’. The peaks went on and 

on and then just when we had ‘hi 5’d the last peak – we got lost!  I could tell everyone was staggering with exhaustion or was 

that fear?  My knees were shaking, and my feet - sorry hooves, were ‘sore sore sore’ and inside my head I was bleating on 

replay ‘get me down, get me down’. It WAS quite pitiful.  Slipping rock to rock in increasingly damp conditions and being quite 

tall I began to feel the odds were stacked unfairly against me. I had to bend down a lot more than everyone else, just to keep 

physically connected to the terra firma and maintain a reasonable hold on my own life. The porter with us also didn’t know 

any English (or the mountain it seemed that well, although we did eventually get back on track and see the hut loom up before 

us) and we had many ‘oops we’ve veered off the path I think’ moments. Any minute an ankle twists or knee dislocations 

loomed with Mr B saying casually, ‘I’ll just pop that back in’ (like it happened all the time. Like really?)  Aghhhhh!  In the end 

we climbed 10peaks that day – yes – I said 10, 10 whole peaks and mostly without paths. I and my brother were seriously 

peaked out by the end of it. 

 

Mulanje IS beautiful, if you have the energy to appreciate it and look around. One time we went off track and started going 

down hill into a valley, suddenly the guide stopped stock still and I had a chance to take all in. The hill bathed in warm 



sunlight, the grass shining like copper and the river glistening warm (in truth its ice cold but I liked to imagine it was warm).  

Suddenly an eagle swooped across wings spread out - wow awesome. Getting back to Madzeka hut in one unbroken piece 

lessened the trauma of that day for me but didn’t completely irradicate it. Seeing a hut where you will sleep and rest is 

beautiful, drinking hot tea is wonderful, the ambiance is great but you would do well to remember you are still half way up a 

Himalayan-like-African with no-mountain-rescue massif. No silly crazy stuff then or joking around but carefully does it – let’s 

stay alive and keep safe approach. The hut equals safety and that is your get-to place where you relax and feel safe. 
 

The 3rd day we walked through to Chinzama hut giving this ‘peak-ing obsession’ a solid break. Dunav was feeling sick and I 

was supporting him and that’s the story I’m firmly sticking too however many times I’m asked!  Once there we chilled, played 

cards and had not one ounce of guilt and when the ever-young Mr B turned up after doing 7peaks we felt compassion for him 

and jumped too to get him a hot tea and gain his favour!  To further impress him we cooked an amazing (by others accounts) 

risotto – I cut the pumpkin which weighed a ton to carry and put the meal together hoping thereafter I would be known as 

‘That Great Mountain Chef’. Ha! 
 

    
 

And so it was arranged that everyone would go on next day to do peaks and that me and my brother would go down with 2 porters. 

Unfortunately Costa forgot seemed to forget to tell the porters in a timely way and while everyone was in the hut nice and warm, my brother 

and I were in a kind of cave slowly  getting hypothermic as we waited for the be-there-any-minute porters to take us down! Suddenly he must 

have remembered because they suddeny arrived and almost zoomed past us on the route down to Tinyade estate. We were so cold that we 

moved much faster than expected in an effort to warm up and the estimated 5hours took us 3 ½ instead. I think the thought of the car heater 

sped us on!  When we met our parents who had come to extract  (save) us, we were met with wraps and juices – nectar food for intrepid 

mountaineers – thanks mom and dad!   
 

We got home 2hours later and flush toilets and hot showers took on a new meanings for us.  We were absolutely knackered and said over and 

over ‘never again, never again, even if paid’ and remember payment means a lot when you are a teenager.  
 

So we did 10peaks in 5days and we are very proud of it! Let us know if you beat that and you are aged 14 and 16! 
 

Dunav and Momcilo Randjelovic.  Serbian Mountaineers Superb! 
 
 

     
 

Dunav = I learnt … who sprints faster Will or Taron and that Taron is reckless but also 
very fit.  Your mentality matters more than your fitness, so that even if you are ill 
from the start like Mr Petherbridge you can still do it if you have the right attitude and 
are determined. I also learnt language doesn’t divide us. I mean the porter with us 
spoke no English yet we still really bonded well. I trusted that guy, I love him now I 
think of him all the time! He got us and 5 other porters from one hut across to the 
other without even pointing out a single peak enroute. What a guy! 
On day 4 this guy called Fanwell joined us at Chinzama hut, he kinda just appeared 
out of the mist with his girlfriend and 4 children in tow (weird but there you are). He 
actually turned out to be our saviour because he knew where to go to get a phone 
signal and this was very important if you needed to get hold of the mommy person 
and beg for a pick up at this base of this mountain 



 

 
 

 ‘The good, bad’n’funny moments by; ‘I didn’t take my Alevel final exams so I did this instead’, Covid-19 student 

Lemorah Benbow 
 

Ok so I didn’t mean to do 31 peaks. I was supposed to come down on the Saturday after 5days – I had online exams to do. I 

figured that I would be too tired after doing Dzole, Kuto and Savane and also needed to prepare for my flight out of Malawi.  

So what was good? Well before we got to every hut, little 12year old Taron and Will would be sent to ‘run ahead’ and ‘get the 

kettle on’ for Dads cup of tea. They did a really good job at it and also putting out the mats and blankets before we arrived. 

Thanks for that boys!  The company was good, we had a few laughs. On the days when it was raining I was able to do stretches 

and yoga and have some chill time – real rest. We had 3 days of good hiking weather, 2 of rain and mist and the rest of 

overcast but ok hiking days.  Dad woke us up at 530am each and every day with tea and porridge  - what a leader – what a 

man – what a dad! Every 2nd day we each had a shared bucket hot bath - it felt so good to wash away the sweat, grime and 

green grass stains from under our nails. We played a whole lot of ‘Estimation Whisk’ card games with Franwells kids, Denis 

and Perfect, it was fun teaching them. There was drizzle – nasty – like in England but the plus was these fantastic clear 

rainbows and because we did so much every day it didn’t feel like we were on the mountain as long as a week.  Some nights 

were nice and clear and we got to sleep under the stars, so beautiful and peaceful to look at.  I thought our team work was 

good, we shared cooking – a different person doing it each night with only a little moaning. We had no fights and the long 

drops (hole in the ground toilets) weren’t a hassle for any of us as we all knew how to use them and no one fell down a single 

one. We slept early like at 730, 8pm so our circadian rhythms were indulged fully. We read lots – if we were clever and had 

packed a book – I had! Smartie pants!!  Mr Petherbridge (the PE teacher at my school) did not give up despite bad gastritis he 

had at the start and really banging his hip heavily. Dads knees held out, not leaving him – although his patella kept trying to 

escape and dislocate. 
 

What was bad?  We almost ran out of food, for the last night we ate those fast cook noodles – not so nutriutious and pancakes 

and got down to our last chocolate bars and we were sad because we had no biscuits to dip in our tea.  On the day we did 

Nandalanda it was very windy and cold and it was so hard to keep our hands from going numb. On the day we did Sapitwa 

(the highest point on Mulanje) a group of x40 hikers turned up to squash into little Guisepo hut. We froze our _ _ _ _ _ off 

sleeping outside and because I and Taron (my brother) was cold we decided to share a sleeping bag, but that didn’t really help 

– its was like wrestling with an octopus all night and I wasn’t warm at all and he wasn’t the hot water bottle I had imagined 

him to be.  Anyway we were up and off to do North, South Peak and Sapitwa by 7am the next day – no complaining. This 

big group of x40 didn’t leave for their Sapitwa attempt until 830am by then we we’d done one peak and were on route for 

Sapitwa, South peak and down again. We passed a few of the group as we descended for Guiseppo hut and got back to RnR 

by 230am. By 4pm no one had returned. We looked up at the looking mountain and watched as mist began to creep over it. 

Light was diminishing and it was now 530pm dad was worried. He called the porters and talked to 6 of them, told them to get 

torches and go up looking for them. They (they told us later) saw the intermittent light we had placed flashing out from the 

hut to direct them to us.  Eventually the 1st group came in at 730pm and the last group at 11pm supported by the porters which 

was lucky because you can get lost in the dark and mist. They obviously felt like they had survived some near death like 

experience and they were up partying with relief until 2am, keeping us all awake. This however did not stop dad from waking 

us all up at 530am with tea with a ‘get up and lets go’ attitude. We appreciated this but we hated him too and as we hiked out 

that morning thought of ways of getting our own back on those inconsiderate people from the night before. I saw 2 snakes 

that day and they saw me - I hoped they’d get the 2am shouter as he passed by later that day!   

 

What was funny? Fanwells shoes got burnt as he tried to dry them. My hiking boots bought from DAPP at $9 (which is an 

NGO called ‘Development Aid from People to People’ who send their 2nd hand clothes from the USA and Europe to be resold 

in Malawi) were the best on the trip – thank you people out there who donate!   

On the 2nd day when we did 10 peaks, Costa the guide decided to take us down a bush-bash path, when we had specifically 

said we ‘don’t want to do one’ and he had assured us – ‘it’s a path, it’s a path’. Lier! Dad told Costa after ‘if you do that again 

you won’t live to see your next birthday.’ But Costa didn’t understand. So Dad explained ‘it’s a joke’ and he said ‘its not a 

joke, I know geography very well.’ Absolutely Costa absolutely! 

We learnt how to get a cup of tea dad-style. You do this…….. ‘whats the letter in the alphabet that comes after S Fanuel?’. 

Fanuel answers, ‘t’. Dad, ‘yes please don’t mind if I do Fanuel’.  ‘Fanwell how do you spell but?’ Fanuel ‘b- u-t’, ‘yes please 

Fanuel I’d love one!’  

You could stare at Will for a good 10minutes and he’d entertain you by just being himself, talking to himself doing video 

replays, rapping to himself, chatting and moving – unique. 

During this trip we discovered that Mr Petherbridge is a creature of habit, organised and particular making sure as soon as he 

got into a hut, he had his bath and made his tuna and mayo sandwiches with his healthy seed bread – not a minute of rest – 

he just got on with it bang bang bang. We ran out of tissue paper (very important) so thank god Fanuel and his surprise 

companions turned up extra loo paper they were willing to share – appreciated.  

 



All in all a great trip, no broken legs or fractured ankles etc and that’s what I am telling my online tutor (because I failed to 

get my Sunday Special Needs course assignment in on-time) and anyone who says ‘you had it easy not taking your Alevel 

‘coz of Covid-19’ – lets see them to 31peaks in 7days and still smile! 

 

     
 

“To be honest I did not think we could do the 31 peaks as they were named; 1 because the route 
from Sapitwa to Nakodzwe (number 1 and 2 peaks respectively) is never done, and between 
Chiphalombwe and Chagaru was not a known route.  As it turns out neither was attempted 
because of bad weather making the rocks slippy and the attempt extremely hazardous and 
foolhardy. The way up went without any hitches, a beautiful walk through tropical forest, climbing 
ladders over steep rocks, and lots of waterfalls. 
 

The first two days were fantastic for walking; cloudy and cool.  Amazingly the Manene horseshoe, 
rarely done, went like clockwork.  There was only one dangerous part on Manane, and we avoided 
it on the way down as we found the correct cairns route. The second day was hard but rewarding 
as we did x7 peaks, x5 which I had never done before. 
 

Then came bad weather, Dunav and Moncello, who had done day one peaks, went down and we 
did only one peak, Nandiwo, due to rain and slippy rocks. 
 

At this stage we had 18 peaks done out of 17 on the itiinerary. Crossing over to Chisepo hut we 
had thought to do the hardest and most dangerous day; Nandalanda, Khuto, Dzole and Savani.  
As it turned out we did a small peak near Nandalanda and then climbed through biting strong 
winds, slippy rocks, and freezing weather to huddle on the top of Nandalanda.  The other three  
peaks were definitely OUT. We walked down to Thuchila hut and managed to add Castle Rock as 
a peak, as it was cairned.  Back on track except we knew we would not be able to climb Chambe 
peak in the weather as we had all +fatigue. 
 

The big day loomed the attempt of number 1,3 an 4; the highest peaks on Mulanje. North Peak - 
went well, West Peak was wet, windy and cold and the way to Sapitwa treacherous.  We had 
expected to see a group from Paulendo but we saw no-one. The climb to the top of Sapitwa was 
tricky but do-able but the way down was way too wet and slippy, meaning we had to come down 
on bottoms and hands.  We arrived at 2p.m. safely but the Paulendo group had major 
problems and came down between 7.30 p.m. and 11 p.m. Almost a disaster but thankfully all were 
okay bar sprains and bruises and nerves a little frayed. 
 

Pulling in Chisepo peak the next day and three of the Chambe peaks (called the bumps but believe 
me they are peaks) we left the final day for three more 'bumps' and a descent to Likhubula. 
A fantastic week of hiking; my congratulations to Dunav and Momcillo for 10-in-a-day and 
Lemorah, Taron, Will and Chris who were committed, strong and daring throughout and did all 
x31.  As for me, we got back all alive and my sore feet and toes are recovering and I am feeling 
relatively fit. 
 

GORDON BENBOW 
 



 
 
 

Endurance on the 31–Peak Challenge – A P.E. Teacher’s perspective! 
 

Endurance sports are my thing. Long distance running, hiking, cycling. They are my bag. I’ve ran marathons, cycled 
coast to coast and climbed many mountains. They’re not challenges that I worry about, detest or avoid, but rather 
challenges that I absolutely thrive off. I thrive off the challenges not because they aren’t hard, because they are, not 
because they aren’t testing, because they are, and not because I’m an elite athlete, because I’m not. Rather I thrive 
off them because they raise a question about my endurance that I want to answer; Can I do it? The 31 Peak 
Challenge was no different.  
I had never climbed 31 peaks across 7 consecutive days before. This was something different, way different, and 
what a place to do it. To see Mulanje Mountains from afar is an experience in itself, rising sharply from the flat 
African landscape of the Malawian tea estates and villages, it suddenly climbs to a height that is intimidating and 
impressive, well into the clouds, and albeit initially somewhat difficult to comprehend. How, in this horizontal plateau 
is there suddenly Central and Southern Africa’s highest peak? As well as Sapitwa, meaning “don’t go there”, standing 
at 3002m above sea level, Mulanje covers an area of 650 square kilometers, is home to 60-something named peaks 
and probably another 60-something unnamed, which also include Africa’s longest rock climb; the west face of 
Chambe peak. So when you go to hike Mulanje, the question will be asked of you; Can you do it 
 

The test of endurance on the mountain comes in many forms. Physically, does your body have the muscular 
endurance to keep repeating the same voluntary movements, without tiring? Mentally, do you have the character, 
grit, determination, motivation, resilience, and growth mindset within yourself to endure the tests that come your 
way? Those tests are sometimes unpredictable. Of course, you anticipate the steep ascents, hours of walking, and 
endless descents. And often, it’s not that aspect of climbing Mount Mulanje that challenges your endurance. Rather, 
the unpredictable is what challenges you; bad weather, a heavy bag, a lack of food and water, the hunger, 
dehydration, tiredness, calorie deficit, diarrhoea, a fall and subsequent injury, boredom, the heat of the sun, the loss 
of light, or maybe, after all that, it’s the bellowing Mancunian voice of a certain 64 year old in the shape of Gordon 
Benbow telling you to walk faster as you eating his dust. That can be what tests your endurance.  
 

Day 1 was a beautiful day, climbing rapidly from the tea estates through the forest, enjoying the view of cascading 
waterfalls and the endless expanse of Africa into Mozambique, negotiating ladders, crossing rivers, we met our first 
hut ‘Mazeka’ in good time. I cooked the trip’s first meal, which by the way received very positive reviews, and went 
down a storm. Jovial attempts at raft building, football chat and an infinite number of Benbow stories kept me well 
entertained. 
Day 2, possibly the toughest of the lot, and faced with 
my first unpredictable test of endurance; diarrhoea. 
Not to mention 10 peaks in 11 hours of walking, as we 
successfully completed the Mennene horseshoe. I got 
through it, albeit very fed up. But with the help of a 

motivated, happy and competent group, the peaks 
seemed to fly by. Mennene gave me the scare, 
requiring me to navigate a vertical wall by producing 
force against the rock behind.  
 



Luckily, a certain white-haired mountain goat reached 
out with the hand I needed to pull me up. Forever 
grateful to avoid that fall. After a day spent largely in 
the clouds, my bowels prompting a visit to adhoc 
mountain services on occasion, scaling no less than 10 
peaks, we finally descended via ‘a bush bash’ down to 
the river and back to Mazeka hut. I was exhausted. My 
digestive system showing no signs of improvement I 
had begun to concede to the answer that I didn’t want 
to give. My endurance might have been tested too 
much already. 
 

The morning of Day 3 comes, I had slept for 11 hours 
and the bowel gods had come to my rescue. I was 
ready to hike again. I was not going to concede unless 
I was forced to. After several bowls of porridge, we 
were back on the trail, climbing another 7 inspiring 
peaks, including the particularly challenging and 
therefore possibly suitably Benbow named peak of 
‘Patasile’ in the next 9 hours. Hiking is so much more 
rewarding when there are views and today was a 
generous day. Being so high up, you can see ‘for 
miles’. The Mulanje Massif, surrounding peaks, and 
the never-ending horizon of earth down below. 
Day 4; rain, a lot of it. Sometimes it’s important to 
know the difference between conceding a challenge 
and ensuring safety. Despite a growth mindset willing 
a face off against the elements, one peak was enough 
for today and we ensured the rest of the trip wasn’t 

ruined by taking advantage of the poor weather and 
gaining some well-earned leisure time and rest. Like 
with any trip or challenge, it won’t always be the 
muscle pain, views and peaks that make the 
difference, but instead the people you spend it with. 
This afternoon I was taught new card games by 
teenagers, with whom I thoroughly enjoyed talking, 
laughing with and, embarrassingly, losing to. 
 

Day 5. Despite not being able to complete all of the 
peaks as planned, we did accomplish my favourite of 
the entire trip; Nandalanda. With an incredible view of 
Chisepo peak, the plateau below and the river rising 
up to Chisepo hut and onwards to the peak of 
Sapitwa, this panaromic had it all. Another 4 peaks 
completed and we made it to Chisepo hut where we 
were presented another unpredictable test of our 
endurance; sharing a hut with an organized group of 
40+ people! Well, we slept outside, but where else 
would you want to sleep on the mountain.  
 

All in good jest, my daily post peak routine of the 
mountains had been clocked and mocked; have a 
bath, get warm, make my tuna mayo sandwiches for 
tomorrow. Underneath the moon and the stars, and 
the huge shadow of what lay ahead of us, that’s when 
you say to yourself “I wouldn’t want to be anywhere 
else right now”. 

 
Day 6. Benbow has shouted at several people through the night which always makes for good comedy value. The 
challenge of Sapitwa had arrived. But of course, we weren’t only climbing Sapitwa, that’s not Gordon’s style. We had 
a quota to meet, so we were assigned to climbing two other peaks prior to finally ascending Southern Africa’s 
highest. After racing up North peak and West peak, my next test came. I fell. In hindsight, I wish I had never sworn as 
much as I did in front of 12-year olds, but bloody hell do rocks hurt. I spent the remainder of the day well behind the 
rest of the group, mostly out of eyesight, with a very bloody leg and an awfully bruised hip. Thankfully, the patience 
of our guide, Costa, saw me through. It’s these times that challenge your endurance. When all the tests seem to be 
presented to you at once. It’s cold, windy, pouring with rain, you’re battered and bruised, left behind, going so much 
slower than usual, and it’s cloudy with not a view in sight. But, you keep going, you just do it, because you can. You 
still can. Now the evening of Day 6 presented perhaps a different test. We had summitted Sapitwa and bum shuffled 
our way back down to Chisepo hut. We were safe, warm, fed and watered. But there were 40+ other people on the 
mountain who weren’t. We had reached the peaks of 3 of Mulanje’s highest mountains before they had even 
summitted one. It reached darkness and the other group had not arrived back. This is another test of your 
endurance. Admirably, perhaps due to experience, Gordon proved his worth; recognizing the threat to life, raising 
the alarm and anticipating the need of weary rookie mountain walkers. Well into the night, 40+ people gradually 
returned safely, many expressing their gratitude for the actions of Gordon. Some expressed their gratitude in a 
different way; playing music at 2am in the morning. Gordon sorted them out too. 
 

Day 7: A beautiful morning, clear skies, a picturesque sunrise, eating breakfast above the clouds. Racing through the 
peaks, enjoying stunning 360 degree scenery, and ending up at our final hut with the best view of the lot; the west 
face of Chambe peak. A night full of stars and a footbath for all was to be our last. 
 

Day 8: One of the great things about sleeping outside on the khonde of Chambe Hut is the sunrise and colours 
against that face of Chambe peak. Some views you won’t find anywhere else in the world. Gordon declared his need 
for tea along with his poor personal hygiene. Lion’s head and several other Chambe bumps later we make our 
descent back to civilization. What a trip! 
Now being a sports fan, I appreciate some stats. In 8 days, we walked approximately; 160’000 steps, 85 kilometers, 
1420 flights of stairs equating to an ascent of 4260 meters. But is that what challenged my endurance? Stats will only 
ever tell one side of a story. The people tell you the rest. 
So, the challenge of my endurance, can I do it? I just did it. Next challenge please! 

Chris Petherbridge. 



 
 



 
 

 
 

 

Lemorah created this mural outside 

CFAO, Mandala. On TV, radio and 

paper she said, ‘school closed down 

but she carried on and did my art 

exam work outside school. I wanted to 

finish it!’  



 
      

Unable to meet in person – we spoke to Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Botswana, Gambia, Ethiopia 

Tayezzi and Francis talk = Saturday 18th July  2020 
 

 

 
 

                                                      
 

 
 
      
 



SYLE  Experience 
Come on think about it!   Could  ‘MALAWI’   be for YOU?

 

 Country: MALAWI - Southern Africa area. 

 Length: 1 month. 

 Stay with National Sec’ x2 days (settle in). 

Week 1. Stay 2nights@ 3-4 Blantyre hosts. 

hosts will:- a)Take you to work with them for a 

day. b) Orientate you to taking minibuses etc. 

 c) Help you study Chichewa basics. 
 

 

 
 

 d) Advise/go help you get to know Blantyre by visiting 
St Michaels, Carlsberg, Thyolo and Zomba 
 

Week 2 and 3: Stay with 2hosts a week 
each while doing daily volunteer work. 

Stay 1 week with 1 host & 1 week with a 2
nd

 

While completing voluntary work with an 

allocated NGO’s which could be:- (*50% is 

allocated by you2your) 

 Blood Donation Service – Collect testimonies, 

print, laminate, stick-up. 

 Tiyamike – photograph their work/print/learn. 

 Nursery school – teach 3-4year olds. 

 Chichiri Prison (Ladies) – teach English. 
 
 

 

       
 
 

     

 

Evenings: what is there to do? study, cook, chat: 
Monday Hash fun run. Choir 7-9pm. Weds: 4-5  
Water polo. Volleyball 7pm.  
 

Week 4:1week of self-funded travel @ lake or  

around Malawi & back for debrief with N/S. 
 

 
 

Requirements: YOU MUST BE ABLE TO:-  

 be a ‘model-Servas-traveller’, give a great 

powerpoint presentation upon a)your life, b)your 

country; have traveller/hosting experience 

Buy/pay your own return air+insurance ticket.  

Be+18-80yrs. Attend x4 chichewa lessons. 

Pay $150*admin fee,Have travel Insurance. 

Pocket money; Communicate ok in English. 

$ Have funds to buy lunches and travel locally. 

 Funds to shop, make & cook 1 dinner once each 

week at your ‘long-stay’ hosts home.  Up todate 

L.O.I.  Funds to travel  the last week in Malawi. 
 

*Goes to meeting you at the airport/bus, giving you Servas Malawi membership, x4 
language lessons, T-shirt, ID and an item of upto $50 for you to donate to the NGO you 
volunteer with, buying food for your final thankyou/goodbye Servas Social meeting. 
 
 

 
 

             

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Marian Mandeville (Australia-2013) Joschka Bhomer (Germany-2015) 

CONTACT:  Demelza Benbow (N.Sec’ 2018-2020)  

Email: demelzabenbow@gmail.com 

WhatsApp +265 999 482 983 

Jacque Lloyd +265 997 376 475 /993 920 386 

 Email: jacqueline013hotmail. 

mailto:demelzabenbow@gmail.com

